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CyberOps of 2025 
and Beyond:

Confronting a 
Perfect Storm  
with AI-Powered 
Security



Introduction
The cybersecurity landscape is no longer simply evolving — it’s been 
hit by a perfect storm. AI-powered attacks, an explosive digital 
tsunami, resource constraints, and relentless regulatory pressure 
demand a fundamental shift in how we defend our organizations. 
The traditional security operations center (SOC), rooted in reactive 
strategies, cannot withstand the coming challenges.

The answer lies in CyberOps: AI-reinforced security operations, built  
to meet the threats of tomorrow head-on. This model empowers 
skilled analysts to become proactive threat hunters, armed with 
cutting-edge AI to combat an ever-changing threat landscape.

The perfect storm:  
Challenges reshaping the CyberOps landscape
AI EMPOWERS THE ENEMY

The rise of large language models (LLMs) and other 
generative AI technologies has fundamentally changed 
the cybersecurity landscape. These models, capable of 
remarkable fluency and adaptability, empower attackers in 
new and unsettling ways. AI is becoming a force multiplier 
for attackers, escalating threats beyond what traditional 
security models were designed to handle.

Attackers now wield AI as a weapon. These reinforced, 
learned, and syndicated attacks are unprecedented in  
their speed and sophistication. They can inflict a  
devastating combination of data theft, disruption,  
and network destruction.

Threat actors are embracing AI to streamline and 
supercharge their operations. AI is now used to automate 
key stages of the attack lifecycle, including reconnaissance, 
target profiling, vulnerability scanning, and payload 
generation. This allows for far more frequent, widespread 
attacks with fewer human resources required by the 
attacker. Additionally, AI dramatically enhances social 
engineering tactics. Highly persuasive phishing lures, social 
media impersonations, and deepfakes are now a chilling 
reality, with LLMs analyzing behavioral data to create  
hyper-realistic attacks that slip past legacy filters. 

Adversaries further leverage AI to craft evasive malware 
that can morph and adapt, bypassing traditional  
signature-based detection. LLMs can assist even less 
skilled attackers in writing basic malware programs. 

The dark web is ablaze with tools that amplify these 
threats. From OSINTGPT which automates intelligence 
gathering for streamlined attack planning, to WormGPT, 
which raises the specter of self-propagating malware with 
potential for catastrophic damage. We have seen threat 
actors using AI to generate contextually relevant phishing 
attacks, increasing success rates and tailoring social 
engineering tactics on a per-individual basis, manipulating 
with greater precision. Many tools, such as GPTHound 
and CovertAI, continue to democratize AI for adversaries, 
lowering the technical skill barrier.

One of the most unsettling aspects is the emerging 
partnership between AI automation and human tactical 
expertise. AI handles the technical initial compromise and 
exploitation, while human attackers step in for targeted 
movement and objective completion within a compromised 
system. This hybrid attack style, capable of both speed and 
intelligent adaptation, presents an entirely new challenge 
for defenders.
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The cloud revolution

The widespread adoption of cloud computing has been 
a game-changer for businesses. Cloud offers agility, 
scalability, and cost-efficiency, allowing organizations 
to deploy and manage applications and data more 
easily. However, this shift also introduces new security 
considerations. Traditional security tools and practices 
designed for on-premises environments may not 
translate seamlessly to the cloud.

Cloud providers share security responsibility with their customers. This means organizations must 
understand and manage their own security posture within the cloud environment. The responsibility 
boundaries are not always clear, making it difficult to plan and execute a security program in the cloud.

Migrating to the cloud also expands the attack surface. Public cloud environments are inherently more 
visible and accessible to potential attackers, requiring robust access controls and identity management 
strategies. A typical example is related to API security. Insecure APIs can create vulnerabilities that 
attackers can exploit to gain access to sensitive data or disrupt operations. The public nature of the cloud 
increases the chances of such APIs being exposed to the Internet, vastly increasing the visibility  
of vulnerable systems to attackers from anywhere in the world.
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The Digital Tsunami 
The digital landscape is experiencing an unprecedented period of expansion and 

transformation. This rapid growth, often referred to as the digital tsunami, creates a 
multitude of security challenges for organizations of all sizes. Here, we’ll delve deeper into 

the key drivers of this phenomenon and explore the implications for cybersecurity strategies.
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The rise of operational technology (OT) 
and industrial control systems (ICS)

OT/ICS environments, traditionally viewed as isolated 
networks, are increasingly being connected to the internet 
for remote monitoring and control. This convergence of IT 
and OT presents a significant security risk. Many OT/ICS 
systems are based on legacy technologies that lack built-
in security features, making them vulnerable to modern 
cyberattacks. Traditional security tools often struggle to 
monitor and analyze activity within OT/ICS environments 
due to proprietary protocols and communication methods.

Connecting OT/ICS to the internet exposes them to a wider range of cyber threats. Attackers who breach 
IT systems can potentially pivot laterally to gain access to critical OT/ICS infrastructure. The scenarios of 
cyberterrorism and attacks against critical infrastructure that were often exclusive of Hollywood movie 
plots are now a reality to security teams trying to protect these systems. 

Explosion of the Internet of Things (IoT)

The proliferation of IoT devices — from smart home 
appliances to industrial sensors — is fundamentally 
altering how we interact with the physical world.  
However, the security of these devices is often inadequate.

Many IoT devices have weak security configurations, 
default passwords, and limited patching capabilities. 
This makes them easy targets for attackers who can 
compromise them and launch large-scale botnet attacks 
or disrupt critical infrastructure. IoT devices also collect  
and transmit vast amounts of data, raising privacy 
concerns. Organizations need robust data governance strategies  
to ensure collected data is protected and used responsibly.

The complex global supply chains for IoT devices introduce vulnerabilities. Malicious actors can  
exploit weaknesses in any point of the supply chain to introduce vulnerabilities into devices before  
they reach end-users. 
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The next wave: 5G, 6G,  
and quantum computing

Emerging technologies like 5G and 6G promise faster 
data speeds and greater network capacity. However, 
these advancements also introduce new security 
considerations. The low latency and high bandwidth of 
5G/6G networks can be exploited by attackers to launch 
faster and more sophisticated attacks. Distributed denial 
of service (DDoS) attacks can reach unimaginable levels 
leveraging vulnerable IoT devices connected to these 
super fast networks.

While still in its early stages, quantum computing has the potential to break the encryption algorithms 
currently used to secure communications and data. The day when a quantum computer capable of 
breaking major public encryption systems is built, often referred to as “Q-Day”, seems to be fast 
approaching, bringing a scenario similar to the Y2K bug. Organizations need to plan and perform a massive 
update of systems for a post-quantum cryptography future.

Outmatched 
by the enemy
CyberOps teams battle impossible odds. 
Budgets won’t stretch, skilled professionals 
are few, and the threat landscape grows 
exponentially. This leaves teams perpetually 
reactive, fighting yesterday’s war. The security 
talent gap keeps increasing, and existing 
professionals are exposed to increasing 
levels of stress: 63% of practitioners in a SOC 
experience some level of burnout. As much as 
organizations have been investing in security, 
it’s been hard to keep up. 
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Compliance 
minefield

New technologies and attack vectors fuel a relentless rise in complex 
regulations. Regulations like the EU’s GDPR and California’s CCPA have set  
a global trend of strict data privacy rules. Companies face heavy fines for  
non-compliance, including unauthorized data collection, poor security, and 
failure to notify of breaches promptly. This puts pressure on organizations  
to have robust incident response procedures in place.

In the public sphere, additional pressure is coming from multiple sides, 
including the OMB (Office of Management and Budget) for the US Federal 
Government. The M-21-31 memo, “Improving the Federal Government’s 
Investigative and Diagnostic Capabilities for Cybersecurity” introduced 
specific requirements for cybersecurity capabilities that include additional 
collection and retention rules for security logs.

CISOs now face personal accountability. The SEC now has a Cyber Unit 
dedicated to cybersecurity enforcement. CISOs may face scrutiny if 
their organization experiences a breach and incident reporting is deemed 
misleading or if risk management policies are found lacking. They are also 
expected to act as fiduciaries. This means prioritizing the company’s best 
interests, which includes robust cybersecurity measures to protect valuable 
data and assets.

CyberOps: The AI-powered evolution
In this fight, AI can act as the great equalizer. But 
it’s not just about adding AI to existing practices 
and technologies. The traditional SOC model, 
rooted in reactive analysis, is no longer sufficient 
to defend against the complexities of the modern 
threat landscape. Enter CyberOps: a proactive, 
data-driven, and AI-empowered approach, marking a 
fundamental shift in security operations paradigms.

While legacy SOC teams focused on identifying 
threats within vast amounts of data, CyberOps 
leverages sophisticated AI to automate analysis, 
prioritize threats, and predict emerging attacks. 
This transformation is essential as attack surfaces 
relentlessly expand and attacker techniques grow 
more sophisticated.

Securonix champions the concept of CyberOps, 
envisioning a collaborative environment where 
skilled analysts and cutting-edge AI tools form  
a powerful defense against evolving threats.  

CyberOps analysts transcend the role of alert 
responders becoming strategic threat hunters. AI 
augments their abilities, providing rapid insights  
into the threat landscape and proactively pinpointing 
vulnerabilities. Analysts are freed from the tedium 
of manual log analysis, shifting their focus to 
complex investigations and decision-making.
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AI-REINFORCED PLATFORM

Leverages the power of AI to 
make precise security decisions 
at lightning speed. Securonix 
is investing in AI capabilities, 
including AWS Bedrock, across all 
layers of its platform, to ensure  
the need for human intervention  
is focused where it is necessary 
and most valuable.

CYBERSECURITY MESH

Seamlessly integrates  
with existing security tools, 
clouds, data lakes, and other 
technologies, to create  
a unified and flexible defense 
architecture. Its agnostic nature 
enables organizations to  
maximize the value of all their 
security investments.

FRICTIONLESS EXPERIENCE

Delivers a personalized  
and intuitive user experience, 
empowering security teams to 
effectively counter sophisticated 
AI-powered threats. The analyst 
experience is tailored to the 
customer’s needs and optimized 
to reduce context switching and 
training requirements.

The pillars of Securonix  
AI-Reinforced CyberOps

As a recognized leader in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for 
SIEM, Securonix has the experience and expertise to 
enable the CyberOps teams of the future. Here’s why:

 ♦ Deep AI experience: For over a decade, we’ve been 
at the forefront of AI-driven security. Our pioneering 
work in UEBA technology and continuous innovation 
underpins our solutions.

 ♦ Proven accuracy and detection: Our solutions 
empower CyberOps analysts with unmatched 
accuracy and threat detection. This translates  
into confident, informed decision-making.

 ♦ A future-proof SIEM: The Securonix Unified 
Defense SIEM platform provides a holistic suite of 
tools (UEBA, SOAR, Autonomous Threat Sweeper, 
InvestigateRX), BYO cloud adaptability, and the 
scalability required for evolving threats.

 ♦ Innovation as a constant: We are pushing the 
boundaries of cybersecurity by continuously 
investing in threat research, advanced data 
science and AI capabilities, innovations in cloud 
architecture, and a focus on seamless customer 
experiences to ensure our customers remain one 
step ahead of emerging threats.

Securonix: Your partner in the CyberOps era

The new Securonix approach to CyberOps is based on three 
design principles that set the direction of how our solution 
is evolving. The addition of AI across all phases of the Threat 
Detection, Investigation and Response (TDIR) workflow  
is designed to reinforce existing practices, making detection 
more precise and accelerating response. The result is a large 
gain in efficiency, without increasing the burnout of analysts 
caused by the toil of overly manual processes.
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Securonix EON
Securonix Eon is the next step in the evolution of Securonix Unified 
Defense SIEM, leveraging the scale of AWS Bedrock and Anthropic 
Claude to add advanced new features to the powerful and robust 
Snowflake backend and unified user experience.

Securonix Eon introduces new features to the Unified Defense SIEM 
platform, expanding its AI capabilities to improve precision and 
efficiency while accelerating incident response. 

Conclusion
The future of CyberOps is AI-powered,  
analyst-driven, and connected. Securonix provides 
the platform, the innovation, and the expertise to 
elevate your team. The challenges are real, but so 
are the solutions.

SIEM has been the centerpiece of cyber 
operations, consolidating signals and providing 
analysts with a single place to detect, investigate 
and respond to threats. The addition of a new 
generation of AI capabilities prepares it to face  
the challenges of the AI-powered threats and  
the upcoming digital tsunami.

Let Securonix be your guide. 
Together, we’ll build the proactive, 
AI-powered Cyber-Ops you need 
to thrive in a rapidly evolving 
threat landscape.


